2017 IC ASSOCIATION OF THE ARTS ENTRY FORM
“Looking Back...Moving Forward” July 16 – 23, 2017
Union Station Hotel, St. Louis, MO

Division I – Visual Arts
___ Oil Paintings or Acrylics
___ Drawings, Pastel or Charcoal
___ Watercolors
___ Sculpture
___ Pottery (hand formed or wheel thrown)
___ # of entries in category

Division II – Literature
___ Poetry
___ Short Story or Essay (500 words or less)
___ # of entries in category

Division III – Photography
___ Black & White or Color Photo
___ Graphic Design
___ Computer Assisted Design
___ # of entries in category

Division IV – Crafts (Painted Art)
___ Tole Painting
___ Painted Pottery
___ China Painting
___ Porcelain
___ Calligraphy (matted for display)
___ Fabric Painting
___ # of entries in category

Division V – Crafts (Wearable Art)
___ Smocking
___ # of entries in category

Division VI – Crafts (Mixed Media)
___ Jewelry
___ Rubber Stamping
___ Decoupage
___ Glass
___ Wood
___ # of entries in category

Division VII – Needlework (Fibers)
___ Crewel
___ Embroidery
___ Counted Cross Stitch
___ Needlepoint
___ Quilting
___ Knitting
___ Hardanger Embroidery
___ Silk Ribbon Embroidery
___ Cloth Weaving
___ Latch Hooking
___ Stuffed Animals
___ # of entries in category

Division VIII – Holiday (Ornaments & Decorations)
Please Describe_____________________________________

___ # of entries in category

Division IX – Music*
___ Original Words to established tune
___ Original Words to Original tune
___ # of entries in category

*Music entry must be mailed with form by JUNE 15, 2017 with both sheet music and tape or CD.

Division X – Presidential Division
“Dream Big in ESA”
Bring any art form dealing with her theme:
___ Presidential Division
___ # of entries in category

Please send completed form by June 15, 2017 to:
SUSAN WILLIAMS
Association of the Arts Chair
381 Blackberry Circle
Mount Washington, KY 40047
sueowrr99@yahoo.com

*You will be responsible for bringing or shipping your entry to IC in St. Louis, MO.

Please check if you will be bringing your entry to IC or you will send your entry with someone else.
___ I will be bringing my entry.
___ I will be sending my entry.